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Abstract 

Tripartite resistance nodulation and cell division multidrug efflux pumps span the periplasm and are a 

major driver of multidrug resistance among Gram-negative bacteria. The periplasm provides a distinct 

environment between the inner and outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria. Cations, such as 

Mg2+, become concentrated within the periplasm and, in contrast to the cytoplasm, its pH is sensitive 

to conditions outside the cell. Here, we reveal an interplay between Mg2+ and pH in modulating the 

dynamics of the periplasmic adaptor protein, AcrA, and its function within the prototypical AcrAB-TolC 

multidrug efflux pump from Escherichia coli. In the absence of Mg2+, AcrA becomes increasingly plastic 

within acidic conditions, but when Mg2+ is bound this is ameliorated, resulting in domain specific 

organisation in neutral to weakly acidic regimes. We establish a unique histidine residue directs these 

structural dynamics and is essential for sustaining pump efflux activity across acidic, neutral, and 

alkaline conditions. Overall, we propose Mg2+ conserves the structural mobility of AcrA to ensure 

optimal AcrAB-TolC function within rapid changing environments commonly faced by the periplasm 

during bacterial infection and colonization. This work highlights that Mg2+ is an important mechanistic 

component in this pump class and possibly across other periplasmic lipoproteins.   
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Introduction  

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a major threat to global health, and is expected to reduce life 

expectancy globally by 1.8 years over the next decade without proper action.1 The Resistance 

Nodulation and cell Division (RND) efflux pump protein superfamily significantly contributes to 

multidrug resistance in Gram-negative bacteria, due to their ability to export an extensive range of 

chemically diverse molecules and reduce intracellular concentrations of antibitoics.2–4 RND efflux 

pumps are tripartite assemblies that span the double membrane and periplasm of Gram-negative 

bacteria, and AcrAB-TolC, from E. coli, is the classical RND efflux pump.5–7 It consists of an inner 

membrane transporter AcrB - that is energized by the proton motive force - connected to an outer 

membrane factor (OMF) TolC by the periplasmic adaptor protein (PAP) AcrA, also known as the 

membrane fusion protein (MFP), forming a 3:6:3 (AcrB:AcrA:TolC) complex stoichiometry (Figure 

1A).8,9 For efficient substrate efflux to occur, AcrA must have the structural mobility capable of 

transmitting conformational information between AcrB and TolC during substrate recognition and 

transport, whilst also possessing the stability needed for maintaining a continuous sealed channel.10 

With homologs across other Gram-negative ESKAPE bacteria, enhanced mechanistic insight into this 

system can inform on wider RND behaviour as well as emerging efforts to inhibit the protein class to 

restore antibiotic efficacy.11–13   

The periplasmic environment AcrA resides in is distinct compared to the internal cytosolic and external 

environments of Gram-negative bacteria; it has a pH closer to the outside of the cell, concentrated 

cation populations, such as Mg2+ (driven by the Donnan potential), and a peptidoglycan layer.14 

Critically, understanding collective contributions of protons and Mg2+ becomes important when 

considering their putative fluctuations within the periplasm during the enteric journey of E. coli 

through a human gut (e.g. stomach pH 1.5-4.0 and intestines pH 4.0-7.5) and within the 

microenvironments of macrophage phagosomes.15–19 Previous investigations have shown that AcrA 

conformation is pH- and Mg2+-sensitive16,20,21 and that related heavy metal efflux RND (HME-RND) 

pump systems - which export metals as part of their function, i.e. Zn2+ by ZneCAB, and Cu+ and Ag+ by 

CusCBA - can interact with the divalent metal cations they export to induce conformational 

changes.22,23 However, it remains uncertain whether Mg2+ has a directive role within RND multidrug 

efflux pump structure and function.   

Here, through a combination of hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (HDX-MS), 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and biophysical investigations we uncover Mg2+ as a structural 

cofactor within the periplasmic adaptor protein AcrA. We show that Mg2+ transforms the dynamics of 

AcrA when exposed to increased acidity but has little influence at neutral pH, and that without Mg2+ 
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acidification leads to backbone destabilisation throughout the protein. In contrast, when Mg2+ is 

present then acidification causes domain-localised backbone stability. Mg2+, therefore, directs the 

route pH-induced conformational alterations can take. This discovery harmonizes previous, seemingly 

conflicting, computational models, which found that protonation of a unique His285 within AcrA 

caused both extensive destabilisation and localised stabilisation of backbone hydrogen-bonding 

networks.16 Using bacterial efflux assays, we go further to substantiate the importance of both Mg2+ 

and His285 for AcrA regulation, revealing that His285 is essential in ensuring AcrAB-TolC functions 

across a broad pH range (pH 5-8). Taken together, this work supports that AcrA recruits available 

protons and Mg2+ ions to ensure continued AcrAB-TolC function and bacterial survival, a process which 

may be general across related periplasmic protein adaptor proteins also involved in multidrug efflux 

resistance.  
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Results & Discussion 

Motivated by the heightened concentration of protons and Mg2+ AcrA experiences within the E. coli 

periplasm, we explored the effect, and interplay, of Mg2+ and pH on its structure-function. To simulate 

acidic and neutral periplasmic pH conditions in vitro we investigated AcrA at pH 6.0 and 7.4, with and 

without the addition of 1 mM MgCl2, with bacterial functional studies performed across a broader pH 

range of 5.0 to 8.0. Wild type, lipidated AcrA, was used for all functional assays and a previously 

established functional and soluble AcrA construct (AcrAs), with its lipidation site removed by mutation, 

was used for structural and biophysical investigations as it provided the required sample 

homogeneity.12,20 This delipidated AcrA construct was also utilized for MD simulations, with 

(de)protonation of the unique His285 residue used as a proxy for pH 7.4 and 6.0 conditions. His285 is 

located at the αβ barrel domain surface facing the lipoyl domain and is the only residue within AcrA 

that has a titratable protonation state change between mildly acidic and neutral regimes (with a pKa 

6) (Figure 1A).  

Magnesium is a possible AcrA cofactor  

Mg2+ binding to proteins has been well considered.24 As a hard metal, Mg2+ is prone to bind oxygens 

from the side chain carboxylate groups in Glu and Asp residues (these residues in AcrA are highlighted 

in Figure S1), with several classes of recognised Mg2+ cofactor sites that share an abundance of Glu 

and Asp residues found across diverse classes of enzymes.24 To investigate whether AcrA could bind 

metal cations we first used MeBiPred – which uses machine learning algorithms to determine metal 

binding based on a protein primary sequence25 – to explore binding to a variety of mono/di/trivalent 

metal cations, including Ca, Co, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, and Zn. Only Mg2+ was identified as a binding 

metal (Table 1). Expansion of the MeBiPred analysis predicts Mg2+ binding to related, lipidated RND 

periplasmic adaptor proteins, indicating Mg2+ binding may be generic across this type. Indeed, when 

performing an analysis on the subcellular proteomes within the periplasmic space of Escherichia coli 

K-1226,27 (see Methods), inner membrane lipoproteins (IMLPs) had the highest Mg2+ binding proportion 

predicted at 43.5%, compared to outer membrane lipoproteins (OMLPs, 21.6%), periplasmic proteins 

peripherally associated with IM (IM-peri, 29.2%) and soluble proteins located in the periplasm 

(periplasm, 23.6%) (Figure S2).   

Building upon this further, AlphaFold3 was applied to AcrA and Mg2+ (Figure 1B). AlphaFold3 is capable 

of joint structure predictions of protein complexes with DNA/RNA, ligands and ions.28 It provides both 

a predicted template modelling (pTM) score and an interface predicted template modelling score 

(ipTM) as measures of accuracy for its ligand-protein structural interaction predictions. For AcrA and 

Mg2+, the best scoring model (pTM = 0.59, ipTM = 0.73, and ranking score = 0.77) showed Mg2+ bound 
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to Asp210, which is between the lipoyl and αβ barrel domains of AcrA and in close proximity to His285 

(Figure 1B). Comparable scores were seen for ZneB and Zn2+, a confirmed zinc binder, and other 

homologous PAPs were predicted to bind Mg2+ in similar areas as seen for AcrA (Figure S3). 

Next, we used isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) to verify AcrA binding to Mg2+ and found that Mg2+ 

binds to AcrA similarly, within the low mM range, at both pH 6.0 and pH 7.4 (Figure S4C-D). Native MS 

analysis supports the occurrence of weak, and possibly multivalent, Mg2+ binding to AcrAS without 

modifying its oligomeric state (Figure S4E). When incubated with 100 μM MgCl2 increased peak widths 

were observed, characteristic of multiple Mg2+ ions remaining bound to the protein in the gas phase. 

Although, resolution of the quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-ToF) mass spectrometer used prevented exact 

stoichiometries being assigned. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy was then used to evaluate 

secondary structure and thermal stability consequences of Mg2+ binding to AcrA.29  Secondary 

structure content was indistinguishable in the presence or absence of MgCl2 within the pH 7.4 

condition, whereas at pH 6.0 MgCl2 caused an increase in β-sheet content (Figure S4F and Table S1).30 

Interestingly, the related HME-RND periplasmic adaptor protein, ZneB, had an increase in β-sheet 

content when bound to its Zn2+ cofactor.22  We also performed CD thermal melts on AcrAS ± Mg2+, which 

revealed Mg2+ binding did not significantly affect the thermal stability of AcrAS at either pH 6.0 or 7.4 

(Figure S4G).  

To better understand how AcrA is interacting with Mg2+, we performed MD simulations on AcrA ± MgCl2 

or NaCl and monitored the occupancy of the ions across the different domains of AcrAS (Figure S5). 

Binding was observed for both Na+ and Mg2+, and although Mg2+ binding was found more localised to 

the same lipoyl domain site found by AlphaFold3, the simulations suggested that there are likely 

several other regions of AcrA that can interact with Mg2+. Furthermore, cation binding site positions 

were not significantly affected by protonation of His285. Our previous MD simulations revealed free 

AcrA exhibited a range of orientations but had two main conformational basins31: one was a cis-like 

formation where the MP and α-helical domains point in the same direction, and another was a trans-

like conformation where they point in opposite directions. Cryo-EM structures of assembled AcrAB-

TolC show AcrA to be in the trans conformation32,33, and locking AcrA in the cis conformation was 

proposed to compromise the assembly of the complex. Therefore, we analysed both cis- and trans- 

populations of our simulations but found no statistical significance between either population, 

suggesting that neither Mg2+ or Na+ binding can bias, or enforce, either state (Table S2).   

Altogether, this data supports Mg2+ is capable of binding AcrA in both neutral and acidic regimes but 

was only seen to affect structure within the latter condition. Its weak binding affinity may suggest a 

reversible mode of interaction across multiple areas within the structure. Intriguingly, considering that 
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the E. coli periplasmic concentration of Mg2+ can be 7 times higher than in the surrounding medium, 

when bacteria are within environments containing 0.03-10 mM MgCl2, the periplasmic Mg2+ 

concentration will be in the range of 0.21-70 mM.34 Mg2+ may therefore be recruited as a cofactor to 

AcrA to different degrees depending on the composition of the bacterial surroundings. 

Mg2+ binding counteracts acid-triggered dynamics 

To understand the suggested acid-selective influence of Mg2+ on AcrA structure further we used HDX-

MS to define its backbone structural dynamics at pH 6.0 and pH 7.4, with and without MgCl2. For HDX-

MS a protein sample is made accessible to D2O solvent, with HDX initiated when backbone amide 

hydrogens are broken through structure fluctuations and unfolding. HDX is fast within unfolded and 

solvent-exposed regions and slow within protected and stably folded regions. Differential HDX-MS 

(ΔHDX) analysis was performed to localize D-label differences between two states at peptide-level 

structural resolution (Figure 2).35 When comparing results collected at pH 6.0 to those at pH 7.4 all 

conditions were kept the same except the pH of the HDX buffers, all samples were quenched to the 

same final pH of 2.4, and labelling times were corrected according to Equation 3 (see Methods).36 

In the absence of Mg2+, acidification increased the backbone HDX throughout AcrAS, most prominently 

observed progressively within the latest time incubations. The earliest time point shows less difference 

as well as localised stabilisation within the αβ barrel domain, which is lost at the later time points. This 

supports that the overall protein fold is not significantly influenced, as global structure loss would  

result in considerable exposure of backbone amides to HDX at the earliest time point.37 Instead, it 

suggests an expanded temporal structural plasticity within more acidic conditions is occurring (Figure 

2).  

To further understand the effect of increased acidity on AcrA backbone dynamics in the absence of 

magnesium, differential root-mean-square fluctuations (ΔRMSF) between AcrA with His285 doubly 

protonated (resembling pH 6.0) and deprotonated (resembling pH 7.4) were measured from MD 

simulations (Figure 2C). Protonation of His285 led to an increase in RMSF across all four domains of 

AcrA; increased dynamics was most prominent in the αβ barrel and MP domains.  The agreement of 

ΔRMSF, both extent and location, with the ΔHDX measurements supports that protonation of His285 

alone dictates the structural mobility observed within more acidic conditions. Taken together, this 

suggests that, when considered in contexts where Mg2+ concentrations are limited, a more acidic 

periplasmic environment increases the global plasticity of AcrA.  

Mg2+ has a key role in maintaining cell wall integrity of Gram-negative bacteria especially.38 Therefore, 

it is important to consider periplasmic protein structure-function relationships in the context of Mg2+, 
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especially when considering its varying abundance within different media. Moreover, in the human 

small intestine, increased luminal acidity enhances Mg2+ absorption.18,39 We, therefore, investigated 

whether Mg2+ could influence the structural dynamics of AcrA within the two pH regimes (pH 7.4 and 

pH 6.0) previously tested.  

ΔHDX experiments were first performed on AcrAS at pH 6.0 comparing HDX profiles ± MgCl2 (Figure 3). 

Mg2+ had a significant stabilising effect on AcrAS, exhibited by decreased deuterium incorporation 

within areas across all four domains throughout the HDX time course. Most of the α-helical hairpin 

shows protection, whereas the other three domains have more limited portions of protection. Areas 

with insignificant ΔHDX suggest backbone dynamics within these regions are not affected by Mg2+. 

Interestingly, there is protection on several flexible linkers between AcrA’s domains; regions between 

the αβ barrel-MP domains (e.g. 45VKTEPLQITTELPGRTSAY63) and lipoyl-α-helical domains (e.g. 

90GVSLYQIDPATYQATY105) display reduced HDX. These flexible linkers are known to be key for AcrA to 

freely position its four domains and change conformations.32,40 It is likely, therefore, that any backbone 

restriction of these areas influences the functionally required tertiary structure conformer 

populations, which AcrA is capable of forming during efflux. MD analysis of protonated AcrA ± Mg2+ 

also revealed that AcrA backbone dynamics are significantly stabilised in the presence of Mg2+, with 

reduced ΔRMSF across all four domains, which agrees with the ΔHDX (Figure 3C). Together this 

supports that within acidic conditions Mg2+ binding causes AcrAS to become more rigid across its 

backbone (Figure 3). This structural rigidification is perhaps a contributing factor to the small, but 

statistically significant, 16% reduction in length of AcrAS previously observed in the presence of MgCl2 

by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and velocity centrifugation.20  

Surprisingly, Mg2+ had no significant effect on the HDX profile of AcrA at pH 7.4, suggesting that it does 

not stabilise the backbone dynamics in the same manner as observed under acidic conditions (Figure 

S6). MD simulations supported that Mg2+ did not stabilise AcrAs when His285 was deprotonated in the 

same manner as it did  when His285 was protonated (Figure 3), with increased flexibility being 

observed in areas of the αβ barrel and MP domains instead (Figure S7). The structural effect of Mg2+, 

therefore, appears to be pH-dependent, only significantly acting on the backbone dynamics of AcrA 

within acidic conditions, when His285 is protonated, to generate a structural plasticity more like that 

found in neutral conditions. Interestingly, within our MD simulations a higher number of Mg2+ ions, 

when compared to Na+, reside near (within 7 Å) of both protonated and deprotonated His285; this was 

the case even when His285 was mutated to an Ala residue (Table S2). The localisation of Mg2+ to 

residues near His285 may be how Mg2+ enacts its influence over the local hydrogen bonding network 

managed by His285 (de)protonation. 
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His285 protonation leads to specific domain alterations within a Mg2+ context   

To conclude the relationship between Mg2+ binding at neutral and mildly acidic conditions, ΔHDX was 

performed between the two pH states in the context of magnesium (AcrAS + Mg2+ at pH 6.0) - (AcrAS + 

Mg2+ at pH 7.4) (Figure 4).  Greater HDX profile parity was observed between pH 6.0 and 7.4 conditions, 

further supporting that Mg2+ compensates for increased dynamics exhibited by AcrAS when His285 is 

protonated, with far fewer peptides possessing significantly increased HDX in the latest timepoint 

(Figure 4). However, from this ΔHDX analysis, more domain specific differences become pronounced, 

revealing pH-dependent stabilisation within the αβ barrel domain (e.g. peptide 223FLRLKQELANGTL235), 

which is protected across the entire HDX time course. Interestingly, stabilisation was prominent within 

the earliest HDX timepoint (10 seconds) (Figure 4), which points towards His285 protonation leading 

to a backbone structural rearrangement, rather than conformational plasticity changes typically 

observed at later timepoints like those observed for Mg2+ stabilisation at pH 6.0 (e.g. 10 minutes, 

Figure 3). The CD data supports this (Figure S4F and Table S1), showing that secondary structure is 

significantly altered by a transition from pH 7.4 to 6.0 only when in MgCl2; without Mg2+ the global 

structural content remains similar. Within identical Mg2+ conditions MD simulations show reduced 

dynamics within similar sections of the αβ and MP domains when His285 is protonated, as well as the 

increased dynamics of the α-helical hairpin tip. 

Importantly, these results partly decouple the effects of Mg2+ from pH effects on AcrA structural 

dynamics, revealing that increasing acidity leads to more specific alterations within both the αβ barrel 

and MP domains. These pH-induced structural changes may produce the conformational organisation 

required for AcrA to function during efflux within more acidic contexts.   

His285 and Mg2+ are essential for pH-tolerant efflux pump activity  

To analyse the effect of pH on AcrAB-TolC efflux activity in vivo, we constructed an AcrA H285A mutant 

(AcrAH285A) and compared the activities of this mutant and the wild-type AcrA in efflux bacterial 

growth-dependent and -independent assays. In the antibiotic susceptibility assay, the efflux deficient 

E. coli 9 cells complemented with AcrAH285A variant were indistinguishable from cells complemented 

with the pump carrying the wild-type AcrA. Thus, at pH 7.4 the function of the pumps is not 

compromised by H285A substitution (Table S3). The immunoblotting analysis of the complemented 

cells showed that the expression levels of AcrAH285A and the parent protein were similar (Figure S8). 

Measurements of minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs) at different pH are complicated by strong 

physiological responses as well as by physio-chemical properties of compounds and transmembrane 

diffusion. Hence, to analyse the effect of pH on efflux activity of AcrAB-TolC, we carried out the 
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fluorescence probe efflux assay. In this assay, hyperporinated E. coli 9(Pore) cells carrying an empty 

vector or producing plasmid-borne AcrAB-TolC variants are incubated with increasing concentrations 

of probes, the fluorescence of which is enhanced when they bind to intracellular targets. As a result, 

the efflux activity is seen as lower fluorescence levels of the probes in efflux-proficient cells. As a probe 

we used N-phenyl-naphthylamide (NPN), a non-ionizable membrane probe (Figure 5A), which 

fluoresces when bound to the inner membrane of Gram-negative bacteria. At four different pH values, 

8.0, 7.0, 6.0 and 5.0, NPN rapidly accumulated in efflux-deficient cells as seen from similar kinetics of 

changes of fluorescence intensity (Figure S9) and the calculated steady-state accumulation levels 

(Figure 5B). Surprisingly, the wild-type AcrAB-TolC maintained NPN efflux at all four pH values (Figure 

S9 and Figure 5C). However, the efflux was the most efficient at pH 6.0-7.0 and declined by 50% at 

pH 5.0 and pH 8.0. Since the pKa of the imidazole ring of His is typically at 6.2, this result suggests that 

the optimal activity is when His285 exists in both the protonated and deprotonated states. In contrast, 

the activity of the pump assembled with AcrAH285A was strongly pH-dependent (Figure S9 and Figure 

5D). Judging from the steady-state levels of NPN accumulation at the highest probe concentration of 

32 M, AcrAH285A was twice as efficient as the wild type at pH 7.0 and somewhat less at pH 8.0. 

However, AcrAH285A containing pump was 50% less efficient than the wild type at pH 6.0 and lost all 

its efflux activity at pH 5.0. Thus, the positively charged His285 in AcrA is required for the activity of 

AcrAB-TolC at acidic pH, whereas the alanine substitution in this position reducing the pH-dependence 

in this interface is favourite at pH 7.0-8.0.  

We also carried out the experiments in the presence and absence of MgCl2. However, in agreement 

with previous studies we found that Mg2+ is needed for the stabilization of the outer and inner 

membrane lipid bilayers and the cells were leaky and unstable in the buffer pH 6.0 without MgCl2 

(Figure S10). As a result, no difference was seen between efflux-deficient and -proficient cells in the 

accumulation of NPN at pH 6.0. In the buffer pH 8.0 without MgCl2, the pump assembled with the wild-

type AcrA was not able to overcome NPN influx, whereas the AcrAH285A pump remained highly efficient 

(Figure S10). This result further supports that Mg2+ is required for wild-type AcrA function and the 

conclusion that alanine is preferred in the position 285 at pH 7.0 and above.  

NSC 60339 inhibitor conformationally restricts AcrA in the presence of Mg2+  

Previously, we proposed a mechanism for the AcrA efflux pump inhibitor (EPI) NSC 60339.12 Using a 

combination of HDX-MS, MD simulations and cellular efflux assays, we suggested that NSC 60339 acts 

as a molecular wedge between the lipoyl and αβ barrel domains of AcrA, reducing its structural 

dynamics across all four domains. Our previous work utilised HDX-MS investigations at pH 6.0, 

reflecting the often more acidic conditions of the periplasmic environment, where AcrA resides.12,16 
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However, to investigate whether the inhibitor functions similarly with Mg2+ present, as it would be in 

the periplasm, HDX-MS experiments were repeated at pH 6.0, 1 mM MgCl2, and ± 500 μM NSC 60339 

(containing 5% DMSO to maintain drug solubility) (Figure S11). First attempts at collecting this dataset 

saw that the Mg2+/DMSO induced extensive peptide carryover. Efforts to reduce carryover following 

previously described guidelines41,42 were made and we obtained high-quality data from a pulsed HDX 

experiment using a 251s labelling reaction at pH 6.0 (83 peptides, 92.9% protein coverage). This 

analysis showed that similar key regions across multiple domains of AcrAS exhibited reduced structural 

dynamics by NSC 60339 in the presence of Mg2+, for example 75IILKRNFKEGSD86 in site IV and 

308VPQQGVTRTPRGDATVL32 in the MP domain away from site IV showed the characteristic strong HDX 

protection (Figure S11). Furthermore, regions that previously saw no change in HDX were also 

consistent. Therefore, it appears that NSC 60339 still inhibits AcrA via the same mechanism when 

magnesium is present, with inhibitor binding between lipoyl and αβ barrel domains enacting 

conformational restriction of AcrA throughout specific areas across its domains (Figure S10C). 
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Conclusions  

E. coli and other bacteria experience frequent changes in pH of their external media, whether it is a 

human host or waste waters. Since the periplasm is accessible for most ions, the outer membrane and 

periplasmic proteins are expected to be able to withstand the rapid changes in pH of the medium. 

Indeed, we found that AcrAB-TolC is functional in the pH range 5.0-8.0 with the optimum at pH 6.0-

7.0. The conformational state of AcrA is critical for the activity of the pump and our findings show that 

binding of Mg2+ within AcrA and (de)protonation of His285 likely work together to modulate the 

conformational states and dynamics of AcrA within the AcrAB-TolC efflux pump (Figure 6). 

Interestingly, His285 of AcrA is in the NSC 60339 binding site and is surrounded by aspartate and 

arginine residues, the hydrogen bonding to which is expected to be sensitive to the protonation state 

of His285. The imidazole ring of NSC 60339 has a positive charge on it and can interfere with bonding 

of the positively charged His285 or its rearrangement at acidic pH. Previous MD and docking showed 

that NSC 60339 H-bonds with the backbone of His285, not its imidazole ring.43 Such binding to the 

backbone could prevent His285 from forming electrostatic interactions needed for the activity of 

AcrAB-TolC complex. The importance of these bonds is striking at pH 5.0, as the AcrAH285A variant, but 

not the wild type, is inactivated. HDX and MD simulations together showed that at pH 6.0, when His285 

is protonated, the backbone of AcrA is more dynamic, suggesting that the positive charge on His285 

leads to rearrangements of contacts. 

All these data point to the critical role of the αβ barrel domain of AcrA, which is located between the 

AcrA funnel formed by the lipoyl and the α-helical hairpin on one side and the MP domain on the 

other. The funnel and the MP domain play distinct roles in AcrAB-TolC function, with the funnel acting 

on TolC to open it and the MP domain acting on AcrB and stimulating its functional rotations. The αβ 

barrel domain interfaces with the lipoyl and the MP domains are stabilized by H-bonding, which is 

particularly sensitive to changes in pH. The lipoyl domain does not interact with AcrB, whereas the αβ 

and MP domains form two different interfaces with the AcrB trimer. In the trans state of AcrA seen in 

the cryo-EM structure of the resting AcrAB-TolC complex, the αβ barrel domain has only one contact 

with the MP domain.32 The two domains have multiple contacts when the free AcrA is transitioning 

into the cis state.31 The energy barrier between the two AcrA states is significant. In the in situ complex 

determined by cryo-ET, the interfaces of the αβ barrel domain of AcrA with the funnel and the MP 

domain have different states depending on the site of the interaction with AcrB.10 The MP domain is 

slightly rotated (8°) and also moves up and down perpendicular to the membrane plane, the motion 

requiring the rearrangements of the contacts of the αβ barrel domain with the MP domain and the 

funnel. Our findings suggest that inactivation of AcrAB-TolC due to rigidification of AcrA’s structure by 
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NSC 60339 and the inactivation of AcrAH285AB-TolC at pH 5.0 due to the loss of critical contacts might 

have the same underlying molecular mechanism: the loss of critical contacts of the αβ barrel domain 

needed for transmission of conformational changes between AcrB and TolC. 

This work suggests a wider role for Mg2+ in the function of periplasmic adaptor proteins, and thus 

multidrug efflux systems, to work across a variety of conditions the cell may exhibit. In this work we 

have shown that Mg2+ binding to AcrA broadly rectifies increased backbone dynamics exhibited under 

acidic conditions, whilst specifically stabilising the αβ barrel domain portion (Figure 6). As discussed 

above, the importance of this domain for pump function is well characterised; the localised 

stabilisation of the αβ barrel domain by Mg2+ specifically in mildly acidic conditions may offer a route 

to specialised conformations for robust efflux within these regimes. Mg2+ acting as a structural cofactor 

in this manner may be commonplace among other periplasmic adaptor proteins from Gram-negative 

bacteria and periplasmic lipoproteins more generally.  
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Figure 1. His285 and likely Mg2+ position within AcrA from the Escherichia coli AcrAB(Z)-TolC multidrug efflux. 

A. Structure of AcrAB(Z)-TolC in the E. coli Gram-negative cell envelope. Each dimer protomer in the AcrA trimer 

of dimers is coloured either green or red. An insert shows the location of His285 (blue), previously suggested to 

be a conformational switch in AcrA.16,21 B. AlphaFold3 prediction of the AcrA and Mg2+ complex. The best scoring 

model saw Mg2+ bind to Asp210, located between the lipoyl and αβ barrel domains and in close proximity to 

His285. The reported predicted template modelling (pTM) score and the interface predicted template modelling 

(ipTM) score were 0.59 and 0.73, respectively, and had a ranking score of 0.77. MP = membrane proximal domain. 

.  
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Figure 2. Structural dynamics of AcrA in the absence of MgCl2 at pH 6.0 versus pH 7.4. A. Chiclet plot displaying 

the differential HDX (ΔHDX) plots for AcrAS pH 6.0 - AcrAS pH 7.4. Blue signifies areas with decreased HDX between 

states and red signifies areas with increases HDX. Significance was defined to be ≥ 0.5 Da change with a P-value 

≤ 0.01 in a Welch’s t-test (n=4). White areas represent regions with insignificant ΔHDX. B. ΔHDX extent (increased 

and decreased HDX being red and blue, respectively) for the earliest and latest time points are coloured onto the 

AcrA structure (PDB:5O66) using HDeXplosion and Chimera.44,45 C. AcrA coloured according to the difference in 

root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) between simulations of the AcrAS wild-type state and HSP (doubly 

protonated His285) state (AcrAS HSP -AcrAS WT), averaged over four replicas for each. Red indicates that the 

RMSF has increased whereas blue indicates it has decreased. RMSF was calculated over the last 70 ns of each 

100-ns simulation. D. D-label uptake plots for three select peptides in different domains of AcrA. Uptake plots are 

the average deuterium uptake and error bars indicate the standard deviation (n=4). 
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Figure 3. Influence of magnesium on the structural dynamics of AcrA at pH 6.0. A. Chiclet plot displaying the 

differential HDX (ΔHDX) plots for ((AcrAS + Mg2+) - AcrAS), at pH 6.0. Blue signifies areas with decreased HDX 

between states and white signifies areas with no significant change in HDX. Significance was defined to be ≥ 0.5 

Da change with a P-value ≤ 0.01 in a Welch’s t-test (n=4). B. ΔHDX for ((AcrAS + Mg2+) - AcrAS) for the latest time 

point is coloured onto the AcrA structure (PDB:5O66) as performed in Figure 2B. C. AcrA coloured according to 

the difference in RMSF between simulations of the AcrAS HSP (doubly protonated His285) state in the presence of 

MgCl2 and NaCl (AcrAS HSP MgCl2 - AcrAS HSP NaCl), averaged over four replicas for each. Plots presented as in 

Figure 2C. D. D-label uptake plots for three select peptides in different domains of AcrA. Uptake plots are the 

average deuterium uptake and error bars indicate the standard deviation (n=4). 
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Figure 4. Effect of increased acidity on AcrA structural dynamics within a MgCl2 context. A. Chiclet plot 

displaying the differential HDX (ΔHDX) plots for ((AcrAS + Mg2+ pH 6.0) - AcrAS + Mg2+ pH 7.4). Blue signifies areas 

with decreased HDX between states, red signifies areas with increased HDX between states and white signifies 

areas with no significant change in HDX. Significance was defined to be ≥ 0.5 Da change with a P-value ≤ 0.01 in 

a Welch’s t-test (n=4). B. ΔHDX for ((AcrAS + Mg2+) - AcrAS) for the earliest time point is coloured onto the AcrA 

structure (PDB:5O66) as performed in Figure 2B. C. AcrA coloured according to the difference in RMSF between 

simulations of the AcrAS wild-type state and HSP (doubly protonated His285) state, in a MgCl2 environment (AcrAS 

HSP MgCl2 - AcrAS WT MgCl2), averaged over four replicas for each, presented as found in Figure 2C. D. Uptake 

plots for three peptides in different domains of AcrA. Uptake plots are the average deuterium uptake and error 

bars indicate the standard deviation (n=4). 
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 Figure 5. Activity of AcrAB-TolC is dependent on the protonation state of His285 of AcrA. A. Chemical structure 
of the non-ionisable efflux substrate NPN. B. Steady-state accumulation levels of the fluorescent probe NPN in E. 

coli 9(Pore) cells carrying an empty vector as a function of the external NPN concentration. Cells were induced 
with 0.1% arabinose to express an outer membrane Pore, washed, and resuspended in buffer with indicated pH 
values and supplemented with 5 mM MgCl2 and 0.1% glucose as an energy source.  NPN was added in indicated 
concentrations (NPNout) and fluorescence was measured in real-time for 10 min.  Kinetic curves (Figure S8) were 
fitted into a two-exponential kinetic model to calculate the steady-state levels of intracellular NPN (NPNin). C. 
The same as B, but cells produced the wild-type AcrAB-TolC D. The same as B but cells produced the AcrAH285A 
containing efflux pump. 
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Figure 6. Proposed operational role of Mg2+ in modulating AcrA structural mobility to secure pump activity 
within acidic regimes. AcrA is a dynamic protein which ensures a sealed connecting pore between the AcrB 
transporter and the porin TolC. Importantly, AcrA transmits conformational motions during substrate recognition 
and translocation by AcrB for the gating of TolC to enable drug export from the periplasm to the outside of the 
Gram-negative bacterial wall. The periplasmic space has a pH like that of the external medium. When that 
external environment becomes more acidic, for example during enteric infection and colonization, then an 
acidified periplasmic space will occur and His285 becomes protonated. His285 being critical to modulating the 
hydrogen bonding network within AcrA. In a low Mg2+ environment AcrA undergoes a global increase in 
conformational plasticity which could prevent proper multidrug efflux pump function or pore concealment of its 
substrates. Whereas, within a Mg2+-rich environment, at acidic pH, regions of the αβ barrel domain are stabilised 
and exhibit structural reorganisation, likely to ensure proper function within increased acidity.  
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Table 1. Predictions of metal binding in AcrA, and related PAPs. The mebipred (v2.0) program was used to 

identify metal-binding potential of protein sequences. Protein sequences that exceeded the cutoff of 0.5 

(coloured green) are considered an indication of metal-binding to either Fe, Ca, Na, K, Mg, Mn, Cu, K, Co, Ni 

metals as defined in Aptekmann et al.25 
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Methods  

Cloning, expression, and purification. 

AcrAS. AcrAS lacking the signal peptide residues 1-24, and the site of palmitoylation Cys25, was cloned 

in a pET28a plasmid with a 6xHis and LE linker.20,46 AcrAS is purified from the cytoplasmic fraction as 

previously reported.12,20  

Circular dichroism  

The circular dichroism (CD) experiments performed in this work were completed on a Chirascan V2 

instrument. For standard CD scans, AcrAS was buffer exchanged into protein buffer (50 mM NaHPO4, 

150 mM NaCl, +/-  1 mM MgCl2 pH 6.0). Proteins were analysed at a concentration of 0.32 mg/mL.  A 

coverslip was used with a pathlength of 0.005 cm. Scans were repeated three times between 

wavelengths 185-280 nm. BeStSeL online algorithm analysed the secondary structure.30 

AcrAS was buffer exchanged into the same buffer as before but diluted to 0.0075 mg/mL. Thermal 

melts were performed at 15 temperatures from 30-95 C̊, with 5 C̊ increments to first identify where 

the transition from a folded state to an unfolded state occurs. Then a more accurate scan ranging 

between 40-60 C̊ with 1 C̊ increments was completed to find the melting point (Tm). From this scan, 

values at 222 nm were taken for each temperature and thermodynamic parameters calculated from 

the following equations.  

 

fD =  
y − yF

yD − yF
 

(1) 

fD is the fraction denatured, yF is the gradient of folded protein and yD is the gradient of the denatured 

protein. Spectra analysed on SigmaPlot. 

Hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectrometry  

HDX-MS experiments were performed on a nanoAcquity ultra-performance liquid chromatography 

(UPLC) Xevo G2-XS QTof mass spectrometer system (Waters). Optimised peptide identification and 

peptide coverage for AcrAS was performed from undeuterated controls. The optimal sample workflow 

for HDX-MS of AcrAS was as follows: 5 μl of AcrAS (20 μM) was diluted into 95 μl of either equilibration 

buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl,  +/-  1mM MgCl2, pH 6.0/pH 7.4) or labelling buffer 

(deuterated equilibration buffer) at 20 C̊. After fixed times of deuterium labelling, the samples were 

mixed with 100 μl of quench buffer (formic acid, 1.6 M GuHCl, 0.1% Fos-choline, pH 1.9) to provide a 
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quenched sample at pH 2.4. 70 μl of quenched sample was then loaded onto a 50 μl sample loop 

before being injected onto an online Enzymate™ pepsin digestion column (Waters) in 0.1% formic acid 

in water (200 μl/min flow rate) at 20 C̊. The peptic fragments were trapped onto an Acquity BEH c18 

1.7 μM VANGUARD pre-column (Waters) for 3 min. The peptic fragments were then eluted using an 8-

35% gradient of 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile (40 μl/min flow rate) into a chilled Acquity UPPLC BEH 

C18 1.7 μM 1.0 x 100mm column (Waters). The trap and UPLC were both maintained at 0 ̊C. The eluted 

peptides were ionized by electrospray into the Xevo G2-XS QTof mass spectrometer. MSE data were 

acquired with a 20–30 V trap collision energy ramp for high-energy acquisition of product ions. Argon 

was used as the trap collision gas at a flow rate of 2 mL/min. Leucine enkephalin was used for lock 

mass accuracy correction and the mass spectrometer was calibrated with sodium iodide. The online 

Enzymate™ pepsin digestion column (Waters) was washed three times with pepsin wash (1.5 Gu-HCl, 

4% MeOH, 0.8% formic acid, 0.1% Fos-choline).  

All deuterium time points and controls were performed in triplicate/quadruplicate. Sequence 

identification was performed from MSE data of digested undeuterated samples of AcrAS using 

ProteinLynx Global Server 2.5.1 (PLGS) software (Waters). The output peptides were then filtered using 

DynamX (v. 3.0) using these parameters: minimum intensity of 1481, minimum and maximum peptide 

sequence length of 5 and 20 respectively, minimum MS/MS products of 1, minimum products per 

amino acid of 0.11, and a maximum MH+ error threshold of 5 ppm.47 All the spectra were visually 

examined and only those with a suitable signal to noise ratio were used for analysis.  The amount of 

relative deuterium uptake for each peptide was determined using DynamX (v. 3.0) and are only 

corrected for back exchange when specified. The relative fractional uptake (RFU) was calculated from 

the following equation, where Y is the deuterium uptake for peptide a at incubation time (t), and D is 

the percentage of deuterium in the final labelling solution: 

𝑅𝐹𝑈𝑎 =  
𝑌𝑎,𝑡

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑎  𝑋 𝐷 
  

 

(2) 

A significance level cut-off for experiments without biological replicates was set at 0.5 Da. This 

deuterium difference was greater than the confidence intervals calculated based on the pooled 

standard deviation values.48  Only peptides which satisfied the corresponding ΔHDX cut-off and a P-

value ≤ 0.01 in a Welch’s t-test (n = 4) were considered significant. All ΔHDX structure figures were 

generated from the data using HDeXplosion and Chimera.44,45 The HDX-MS data generated in this study 
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have been provided as Supplementary Data 1, and the HDX-MS summary tables and uptake plots have 

been provided as Supplementary Data 2 and 3, as per consensus guidelines.41 

At pH 6.0, the rate of deuterium exchange is slower. Therefore, to compare proteins to pH 7.4, labelling 

times were adjusted using Equation 3.36  

 

Kch1

Kch2
=

[OH−]1

[OH−]2
=

Kw/[H+]1

Kw/[H+]2
=

10−pH2

10−pH1
= 10pH1−pH2 

(3) 

Native mass spectrometry 

AcrAS was buffer exchanged into a volatile solution (100 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.0) using a 

centrifugal exchange device (Micro Bio-Spin 6, Bio-Rad) according to manufacturer’s instructions 

native MS experiments were performed on a Synapt G2-Si mass spectrometer (Waters). The following 

instrument parameters, optimised to avoid ion activation and protein unfolding: capillary voltage: 1.6 

kV, sampling cone: 30 V, trap DC bias; 15 V, trap collision energy: 2 V, transfer collision energy: 2 V. 

Pressures were set to 5.91 x10-2 mbar in the source region (backing) and to 1.58 x 10-2 in both trap and 

collision cells. The collision gas was Helium.  

Metal-binding potential analysis 

The mebipred (v 2.0) program25 was used to identify metal-binding potential of protein sequences. All 

protein sequences analysed were abstracted from UniProt49 and protein sequences which met the 

default cutoff of 0.5 within mebipred was considered an indication of metal-binding to either Fe, Ca, 

Na, K, Mg, Mn, Cu, K, Co, Ni metals (at this cutoff the first-tier model identified non-redundant metal-

binding proteins with 92% precision at 26% recall). Global localisation annotation for Escherichia coli 

K-12 proteins was acquired from Sueki et al.,26 which utilize the database of the sub-cellular topology 

and localisation of the Escherichia coli polypeptides (https://stepdb.eu/)27,50; except MdtE was defined 

as an inner membrane lipoprotein (IMLP).  

Site-directed mutagenesis and functional studies 

The H285A amino acid substitution in AcrA was introduced by QuikChange II XL Site-Directed 

Mutagenesis Kit using p151AcrABHis as the template.51 Primer design and Polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) reaction for each substitution were performed by following manufacturer’s protocol.  

E. coli Δ9-Pore strain (ΔacrB ΔacrD  ΔacrEF::spc ΔemrB  ΔemrY  ΔentS::cam  ΔmacB  ΔmdtC  ΔmdtF 

attTn7::mini-Tn7T Tpr araC ParaBAD fhuAΔC/Δ4L)52 was used in antibiotic susceptibility and efflux 
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assays. For these assays, Δ9-Pore cells were transformed with an empty pUC18 vector, p151AcrABHis 

or its p151AcrAH285ABHis derivative. Susceptibilities to novobiocin, SDS, erythromycin and vancomycin 

were determined by two-fold broth microdilution as described before.12 

For efflux assays, overnight cultures of E. coli ∆9-Pore cells carrying pUC18, p151AcrABHis or 

p151AcrAH285ABHis plasmids were sub-cultured into a fresh LB medium supplemented with ampicillin 

(100 µg/ml final concentration) and incubated at 37°C with aeration until OD600 reached 0.1-0.3. The 

expression of the Pore was induced by addition 0.1% L-arabinose and incubation for another 4 hrs to 

reach OD600 1.0. 

Cells were washed with HMG buffer (50 mM HEPES-KOH buffer pH 7.0, 1 mM magnesium sulfate and 

0.4 mM glucose) and resuspended in HMG buffer pH 5.0, 6.0, 7.0 or 8.0 to an OD600 of 1.0, at room 

temperature. Increasing concentrations of NPN were added to measure the substrate efflux efficiency 

of efflux-deficient ∆9-Pore(pUC18) and ∆9-Pore cells overproducing AcrAB or AcrAH295AB pumps.  

Kinetics of intracellular accumulation of NPN was monitored in at λex = 350 nm and λem = 405 nm in 

real time. Data was normalized and kinetic parameters were calculated as described previously using 

a MATLAB program.53 Briefly, the time courses of NPN uptake (Figure S9) were fit to the burst-single 

exponential decay function F = A1+A2∙(1-exp(-kt)), where A1 and A2 describe the magnitude of the fast 

and slow steps, respectively, and k is the rate of the slow step. The fast and slow steps were attributed 

to NPN binding to the cell surface and in the inner membrane, respectively.  

Molecular dynamics simulations  

To investigate the effects of pH and ion content on the AcrA monomer, twelve distinct systems were 

built and simulated using MD (Table S4). The AcrA monomer was initiated in either the cis or trans 

conformation.31 The systems were built in TIP3P water boxes of uniform dimensions of 171 Å per side 

and ionized with either 0.15 M NaCl or 0.15 M MgCl2.54 The systems were 470,000 atoms each. His285 

was singly protonated to reflect the pH 7.0 experimental conditions. To reflect pH 6.0 conditions, 

His285 was doubly protonated. An additional set of systems were built for the H285A mutation. Two 

replicas of each system were run for a total of 24 simulations and a net simulation time of 12 s.  

Each system was equilibrated with an initial minimization followed by (1) relaxation of the water and 

ion molecules for 1 ns and (2) relaxation of the protein sidechains for 1 ns. An additional minimization 

step was applied (5000 steps) before beginning the production runs. The equilibration steps were 

performed with NAMD 2.14 with the productions performed with NAMD3.55 Hydrogen mass 

repartitioning was applied to enable a timestep of 4 fs.56 All simulations were done at constant 

temperature (310K) with Langevin dynamics and a damping coefficient of 1/ps, at constant pressure 
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(1 atm) with the Langevin piston barostat, and with periodic boundary conditions. Short range non-

bonded interactions were cut off at 12 Å with the force-based switching function starting at 10 Å. Long 

range interactions were calculated with particle-mesh Ewald method with a grid density of 1/Å3.57 The 

CHARMM36m force-field was used for the protein.58  

All analysis and visualization were done with VMD.59 In addition, analysis shown represents the 

averages of four replicas – across both cis and trans conformations and two replicas for each condition. 

RMSF was calculated per residue over the last 470 ns of the simulation, discarding the first 30 ns as 

done previously.12 The number of ions within 7 Å of each residue in the AcrA monomer was also 

calculated across the entire simulation.  
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